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Sliding Into Summer!
Dear HUSD Families,
It is hard to believe that the school year is o cially coming to a
close. Schools have been challenged to nd new ways to
celebrate successes, say good-bye to those moving on, and
wish farewell to those we will see again next year. Our
collective hearts are so proud of all of our graduates and those
moving on to new and exciting adventures. We wish you well
and have every con dence that you will succeed. Thank you all
for patience during these uncertain times, thank you for your
unwavering commitment to supporting your children through this historic pandemic, and thank
you for trusting us to nd ways to meet the needs of your children while also keeping them
safe. Wishing you a wonderful and safe summer!
Your HUSD School Counselors

College and Career Corner - Scholarship Alert!
Activate your College Board Opportunity Scholarships Now!
The more effort you put in, the more opportunities you have to earn a scholarship. Complete
all six, and you’re eligible to earn $40,000. Scholarships will be awarded through monthly
drawings to students who complete each action.
1. Build Your College List: $500 - Start by exploring colleges you're interested in. Learn More
2. Practice for the SAT: $1,000 - Use SAT Prep on Khan Academy® to get ready. Learn More
3. Improve Your Score: $2,000 - Practice pays off by improving your SAT score. Learn More
4. Strengthen Your College List: $500 - Make sure your college list has a mix of academic
safety, match, and reach schools. Learn More
5. Complete the FAFSA: $1,000 - Fill out the free form to apply for nancial aid. Learn More
6. Apply to Colleges: $1,000 - Apply to the schools you want to attend. Learn More
*Complete Your Journey: $40,000 - Complete all six scholarship steps to be eligible for a
$40,000 scholarship. Learn More

College Board Opportunity Scholarship Video

High School Graduates Going to MSJC -Check
This Out

Focus of the Week
During the last week of this school year, this Bulletin will focus
on wrapping things up for this school year, establishing a
healthy routine for summer and nding ways to keep our minds
and bodies healthy and challenged as we wrestled with our
extended time at home.
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Elementary Lesson
How does Helping others make you feel? Listen to the stories
below to nd different ways to be helpful.
Spend your summer trying to be helpful each day.
Helpful Chart
Color in the square for each helpful task you complete. Link to Helpful Chart
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Middle School Lesson
Watch this Video to Learn About Growth Mindset: Growth
Mindset for a Champion
Discussion/Journal:
What does it mean to have a growth mindset?
When have you had a xed mindset and how did it hold you
back?
How can you have a growth mindset and how will that help
you?
During summer try to do something you thought you couldn’t
do. Try to develop a new skill. Try to make it directed towards
being helpful to others.

High School Lesson
Focus on What You Can Control. Make a decision each day to
take action to do something positive.
Journal, Draw, or Color to Relieve Anxiety. Coloring Book Link

An Easy Way to Brighten
Someone's Day
Collect rocks and paint positive messages on them. Go on a
walk with your family and place the rocks around the
neighborhood. People receive these positive messages when
out on their walks.

STEAM Fun for ALL
Materials
Empty 20-ounce plastic bottle (or other container)
3% hydrogen peroxide solution (available at nearly any store)
Packet of active yeast (from the grocery store)
Liquid dishwashing detergent (such as Dawn™)
Warm water
Food coloring (optional, but it looks nice)
Make Elephant Toothpaste
1. Pour 1/2 cup hydrogen peroxide solution, 1/4 cup dishwashing soap, and a few drops of
food coloring into the bottle. Swish the bottle around to mix the ingredients. Set the
bottle in a sink or outdoors or some other place where you won't mind getting wet foam
everywhere.
2. In a separate container, mix a packet of active yeast with a little warm water. Give the
yeast about ve minutes to activate before proceeding to the next step.
3. When you are ready to do the demo, pour the yeast mixture into the bottle. The reaction
occurs immediately upon the addition of the yeast.
How It Works
Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is a reactive molecule that readily decomposes into water (H2O)
and oxygen:
2H2O2 → 2H2O + O2(g)
In this demonstration, yeast catalyzes the decomposition so it proceeds much more rapidly
than normal. Yeast needs warm water to reproduce, so the reaction won't work as well if you
use cold water (no reaction) or very hot water (which kills the yeast).
The dishwashing detergent captures the oxygen that is released, making foam. Food coloring
can color the lm of the bubbles so you get colored foam.
In addition to being a nice example of a decomposition reaction and a catalyzed reaction, the
elephant toothpaste demo is exothermic, so heat is produced. However, the reaction just
makes the solution warmer, not hot enough to cause burns.

Elephant Toothpaste Video

Helpful Reminder to Parents
Helpful reminders for parents during summer wrap up
Maintain a routine
Encourage constructive activities: tension breaker,
arts/crafts
Share experiences in group settings
It’s okay to be frustrated, let it out/ deep breathing
activities

Mental Health Matters
Emotional regulation. We hear about this a lot, and yet many
may only have a vague understanding of emotional regulation.
When we talk about emotional regulation, what we are referring
to the ability to understand and balance your emotions.
Emotions can be complicated and confusing. In and of
themselves, emotions are not positive or negative, good or bad,
right or wrong. We may call an emotion bad simply because we
don’t like them. And sometimes, when we place judgement on our emotions, we cause
distress in our life because we avoid feeling our feelings. (Dialectical Behavior therapy Skills
Training with Adolescents) The idea of emotional regulation then is to learn to balance
emotions so one is not living in extremes, thereby being able to take care of ourselves and act
effectively.
One skill that is foundational in living a balanced life is called ABC Please. Below, please use
this link to learn more about this skill: ABC PLEASE

Mental Health Resources for
Parents and Caregivers
Resiliency Resources and Tools for Parents and Caregivers.
Free online classes throughout the month of May. Check out
the yer below for more information.
https://events.r20.constantcontact.com/register/eventReg?
oeidk=a07eh2d3hax5d8cb609&oseq=&c=&ch=

